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Decluttering

Spring cleaning for a fresher and lighter you

Spring cleaning can extend beyond just tidying up your physical space; it can also be a process to help you feel more rejuvenated. 

Read Article
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Decluttering

 8 ways to break up with your junk
Do you slowly accumulate clutter in your home and wonder how it got there? It's time to break up with your junk for good.
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Renovations

DIY expert Dawson Hoppes and 1-800-GOT-JUNK? make a year’s worth of clutter be gone in minutes
We partnered with DIY expert Dawson Hoppes to haul away a year's worth of renovation clutter from his biggest project to date.
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Furniture

How to take apart old wood furniture for transportation or storage
Here’s how to disassemble furniture for easy transportation and how to store wood to prevent rotting or water damage.
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Decluttering

How to get rid of old furniture
Not sure how to get rid of your old furniture? Read our 1-800-GOT-JUNK? guide to learn all you need to know about furniture recycling and disposal.
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Decluttering

How to donate your toys and kids’ clothes: A Guide to Spreading Joy
Discover the joy of donating toys and kids' clothes, a simple act that not only declutters your space but also brightens the lives of children in need. Learn how to share the love, and make a positive impact on your community.
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Weird Junk

The top junk removal items we took in 2023
Can you imagine hauling away 30,259 sofas? And that’s not even the top item of 2023! Click and find out how much junk we made disappear in a year.
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Decluttering

Home resolutions to add to your New Year's list
Start your year off on the right foot and get one step closer to your dreamspace! These eight resolutions will make your home more functional!
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Decluttering

Decluttering for the holidays: 1-800-GOT-JUNK? joins forces with cleaning maven Sarah McAllister
We partnered with the professional cleaning team of Go Clean Co to offer you tips on how to get your home ready for the holiday season.
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Bill and Jonathan were fantastic and willing to work with me on what they would take within my budget. 10/10!



    Liam McNally
     Niagara
    02/12/2023
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Bill and Jonathan came and cleared up all my old deck in a very timely fashion. They were very courteous and thorough.



    Mark Jolink
     Niagara
    02/12/2023
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Bill and Chris were great!



    Rob Malkovich
     Niagara
    01/12/2023
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Quick and efficient, super friendly and inexpensive. Could not be happier!



    Luke McMath
     Calgary
    01/12/2023
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Quick, courteous service!



    Nancy Friesen
     Calgary
    01/12/2023
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Quick and efficient service. Give Peter and Zack a raise.



    Kim Wong
     Calgary
    01/12/2023
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Nate and Chris did a great job. Fast, efficient and courteous service.



    Jeff Rowan
     Niagara
    30/11/2023
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Amazing service Anton! THX!



    Flame .\/.
     Calgary
    30/11/2023
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Sawyer and Peter were incredible. Polite and friendly. Same day service. Great job guys!



    carolyn neary
     Calgary
    29/11/2023
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Great service just wish the minimum price was on the website...



    Alison Stutz
     Calgary
    28/11/2023
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Have used you guys many times. Always as agreed good service and polite people. Well worth the value



    Attila Takacs
     Calgary
    28/11/2023
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Rob and Ben were very friendly and careful when moving the big items out! Thanks guys!



    Monica Cioni
     Calgary
    28/11/2023
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Quick and efficient. For Ryan and Brandon excellent job. Sal



    Sal Hoss
     Niagara
    28/11/2023
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Fast, efficient, friendly and responsive!



    Dean Reynolds
     Calgary
    27/11/2023
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Trey and Chay were very attentive and friendly. Even when they were delayed they kept me updated. Great job.



    Darrin Hill
     Calgary
    27/11/2023
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Guys (Ryan and Jamar) were able to come early and called to confirm. Showed up and got rid of all my junk super quick! Highly recommend!



    Alex
     Niagara
    27/11/2023
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Good job Anton!



    Tony Montana
     Calgary
    26/11/2023
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Very helpful and friendly. They got the stuff we wanted out. Very professional.



    Danielle Kerr
     Calgary
    26/11/2023
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Rapide et sympathique



    WitcherMadmax
     Monteregie Metro
    18/11/2023
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Efficient, fair price, estimate was correct.



    tara p
     Monteregie Metro
    15/11/2023
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Ponctuel, service rapide et propre. Un clé en main,



    Melanie Carey
     Monteregie Metro
    19/04/2023
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Excellent service et employés très professionnels!



    Fella Gaouar
     Monteregie Metro
    18/04/2023
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Rapide, courtois et bon prix. Super merci!



    Martin Savard
     Monteregie Metro
    12/04/2023
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Rapide, professionnel et courtois



    henri cadieux
     Monteregie Metro
    05/04/2023
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Very professional staff. The work was done quickly and clean.



    Bruno Souza
     Monteregie Metro
    16/03/2023
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Excellent service! Rapide et sympathique!



    Annie Martin
     Monteregie Metro
    05/03/2023
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Very efficient and courteous !



    Cinthia LM
     Monteregie Metro
    15/02/2023
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The guys were awesome, nice, respectful and super helpful



    Danae M
     Monteregie Metro
    06/01/2023
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Very nice team, good service Alex and Marcus. Very friendly and positive. Merci encore pour être venu chercher le saufa!



    Lex DT
     Monteregie Metro
    04/01/2023
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They were very professional and fast in helping me remove furniture from my room. I really recommend them.



    Lonimi Meseko
     Monteregie Metro
    03/01/2023
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super sevice ! super employer ! je recommande à tous 😀



    David Higgins
     Monteregie Metro
    29/12/2022
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Rob & kev fantastic job great guys great service 15 out of 10



    Maitre D
     Montreal Ouest
    22/12/2022
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Rob and Kevin offered friendly and efficient service. I would use them again!



    Cindy Jack
     Montreal Ouest
    22/12/2022
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Très bon service merci!



    Lucie Haché
     Monteregie Metro
    25/11/2022
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Jimmy and Jean-Simon were very professional and good workers.They took good care of how they proceeded to empty the house without damage



    aldotremblay
     Monteregie Metro
    22/11/2022
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Journée froide. service jour meme, excellent service, patient, créatif et travaillant. 5 sur 5



    Pierre Denis
     Monteregie Metro
    20/11/2022
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Hank and Nick were fast and great!



    Matt Heath
     Wisconsin
    02/12/2023
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Jason and Everett were great



    Oliver Walsh
     LA Metro
    02/12/2023
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Awesome work! Evan and Max worked quickly and were very friendly!



    Kolver Matos
     Wisconsin
    02/12/2023
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Jacob and Connor were a great help



    John Tyree
     Wisconsin
    02/12/2023
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Marquise and Donnie did an amazing job cleaning out our garage. They were super friendly and very efficient. Highly recommend!



    Logan Jarecki
     Wisconsin
    02/12/2023
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Kevin and Zach did an excellent job removing my junk



    Rocco709
     Seattle
    02/12/2023
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Marquise and Donnie did a great job



    s t
     Wisconsin
    02/12/2023
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Quick and easy service! Very friendly! They told me their names but I immediately forgot. My fault, not theirs. Zach and Jason maybe?



    liam nolosco
     Seattle
    02/12/2023
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Aaron and DJ were awesome!



    Amber Fedosh
     Seattle
    02/12/2023
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Aaron and DJ were friendly and quick.



    Chris Conley
     Seattle
    02/12/2023
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Aaron and DJ are very professional and helpful. Great service so far.



    Jun-ji Barber
     Seattle
    02/12/2023
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Was very friendly! Tay and Dave



    Shelly Poler
     Wisconsin
    01/12/2023
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Mike, Tanner, Nick, and Dakota and Richard were awesome



    Barb Knott
     Madison
    01/12/2023
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Nick, Richard, Tanner, Dakota and Mike were a pleasure to work with.



    Jack Knott
     Madison
    01/12/2023
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Tay and david was on time and very fast



    David Pryor
     Wisconsin
    01/12/2023
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Evan and Kenny were fast and efficient.



    Tom Kleewein
     Wisconsin
    01/12/2023
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The team who came was very efficient and helpful!



    Dana Scott
     Seattle
    01/12/2023
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Jake and Brayden did and awesome job, were fast and efficient and very friendly.



    Cheryl Wanzo
     Wisconsin
    01/12/2023
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